Traditional Yang Style TaiChi Sword Pattern

1. Beginning Form
2. Sage Shows the Way
3. Three Rings Enclose the Moon
4. Big Chief Star
5. Swallow Touches Water
6. Left and Right Sweep
7. Little Chief Star
8. Yellow Bee Enters the Hole
9. Tiger Holds Head (Lift knee and hold sword)
10. Cat Catches the Mouse
11. Dragonfly Touches Water
12. Swallow Enter the Nest
13. Three Wisdom Sword (Phoenix Spreads Two Wings)
14. Little Chief Star
15. Wait For the Fish
16. Search for Snake in the Grass Field
17. Embrace the Moon
18. The Bird Flies Into the Woods
19. Wind Blows the Lotus Leaves
20. Turn Around to Lock the Sword
21. Lion Shakes Its Head
22. Tiger Holds Its Head
23. Wild Horse Jumps the Stream
24. Turn Body and Rein in Horse
25. Step Forward and Look at the Direction
26. Wheel the Sword to the Left and Right
27. Push Boat With the Flow
28. Turn and Ward Off
29. Flying Horse in the Sky
30. Flying Stars Chase the Moon
31. Open the Curtain
32. Wheel the Sword to the Left and Right
33. Swallow Picks up Mud with Beak
34. Phoenix Spreads Its Wings
35. Pick Up the Moon from the Sea Bottom
36. Hold the Sword in the Arms
37. Night Demon Looks into the Sea
38. Rhino Looks at the Moon
39. Shooting the Geese
40. Monkey Presents the Fruits
41. Phoenix Opens Its Wings
42. Left and Right Step Over Hurdle
43. Shooting the Geese
44. Monkey Offers up Fruit
45. Spread the Flowers to the Left and Right
46. Fair Lady Weaves Shuttle
47. White Tiger Waves Its Tail
48. Golden Fish Jump Into Dragon Gate
49. Black Dragon Swings Its Tail
50. Swallow Flies across the Woods
51. Lighten Incense
52. Wind Sweeps Away the Plum Flowers
53. Wise Man Shows the Way
54. Closing (Coming Home)